
7 TIPS FOR WRITING
WEB CONTENT
THAT SELLS

Is it a landing or a sales page?
Is it your home page?
Are you writing a blog post?

Publish compelling posts on social media.
Send your contacts an email with a link to your new blog post. 
Start a backlink strategy by responding questions in Quora, Reddit, etc.

 Find your buyer persona.
 Reflect on your tone of voice.
 Discuss benefits, not features.
 Define your unique selling point.
 Persuade readers with your copy.
 Structure the content for web.
 Guide your readers with a call to action.

You have a great company. Your products and services should be selling
themselves. Maybe it's not you, it's your content strategy:

       Focus on the type of page you're trying to create... 

       Find new ways to make people find your website or page. 

       Follow the next 7 Tips for writing copy that sells:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

HAVING TROUBLE CONNECTING 

WITH YOUR READERS?
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1. Buyer Persona
WHO ARE YOU WRITING FOR?

Job title and seniority,
goals, challenges and
pain points, average day
at work, etc.

Attitude towards life and
relationships, language,
and regular expressions
of their social groups.

Sources of information,
common objections to
products and services,
interests, and
experiences they are
after.

What triggers their
search for a solution to a
problem? How can your
solution help them?

b. Job

c. Behavior

Name, education, annual
income, place of residence,
and marital status.

Relationships and important
people in their lives.

Personal challenges, goals,
responsibilities,  etc. 

CREATE A BUYER PERSONA

A buyer persona is a
representation of your ideal
(or potential) client. 

By imagining you’re talking to
one particular person, your
text will flow more easily. 

This representation will also
help you connect with the
potential buyer of your
products or services.

RESEARCH AND INTERVIEW

Make sure you gather this
information to create a buyer
persona:

a. Demographics

Tip: focus on a real person

who is interested in your

services and make them

complete a questionnaire.
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2. Tone of Voice
HOW WILL YOU REFLECT YOUR BRAND STYLE?

PERSONALITY

Keep a consistent tone of
voice that fits your
personality.

It 's all about how your brand
would sound if it was a
person.

Tip: focus on three values
(e.g., witty, knowledgeable,
and reliable).

STYLE

Your style is in your
vocabulary, grammar, and
register. 

Will you be formal or chatty?
Detached or warm? Serious
or humorous?

Tip: web copy should be
accessible. Avoid being too
formal, detached or serious.
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CONTEXT

Your tone of voice may vary
depending on the text type.

While a sales page is
informal, a product data-
sheet is much more formal.

Tip: try to be clear, concise,
and consistent at all times.
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3. Benefits
WHAT'S IN IT FOR YOUR PROSPECTS?

SO WHAT?

Focus on benefits with an
emotional impact on your
prospect.

Use the above question for
that purpose.

Example:

"Our private cloud offers
security."

So what?

"You'll feel peace of mind
since your data will be safe."

So what?

"You can focus on what's
important—your business
and your customers."

IT'S NOT ABOUT YOU

You may feel like writing about
your company and everything
you’ve accomplished on every
page of your website.

However, your website visitors
don't care about you. 

If you want your copy to be
compelling, try answering your
prospect’s main question:
“What’s in it for me?”

FROM FEATURES TO
BENEFITS

Instead of a company or
product-oriented approach,
choose a customer-centered
one.

Make this happen by turning
features into benefits.

Feature:  "Customer support
available 24/7."

Benefit: "Rest assured, you can
contact our support team
24/7."
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Tip: Even if your text is

technical, focus on your

clients and make the copy 

all about them.
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4. Unique Selling Point
WHY SHOULD YOUR PROSPECTS CHOOSE YOU?

DIFFERENTIATION

A USP is what makes you
different from everyone else.

It 's an attribute that will urge
buyers to choose you (if
price isn't so important).

Examples: the "industry
leader" or "the patented
solution."

A  STRONG  USP

A strong USP explains a
benefit in a compelling way.

"All the cloud solutions you'll
ever need in one place"
(USP: the "one-stop-shop").

Tip: a unique customer
experience usually
translates into a strong USP.
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NO  USP

Being unique helps, but you
can still connect with your
audience without a USP.

In the end, being honest and
focusing on what customers
need will help you succeed.

Tip: it 's all about building
trust and true relationships.
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5. Persuasion Principles
HOW CAN YOU CONNECT WITH YOUR PROSPECTS?

CREATE COMMON GROUND

Get closer to your reader by
showing that you get them.

Example: "If you manage your
own business, you surely know
how to juggle different tasks."

REVEAL SOCIAL PROOF

You can use testimonials, case
studies, reviews, comments on
social media, data, and
numbers.

Example: "50,000 happy
clients can't be wrong."

RELY ON AN AUTHORITY

Use authoritative sources.
These would be statistics,
news articles, industry
organizations and experts,
among others.

Example: "According to the US
Census Bureau, the US
Hispanic population is 58.9
million."
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LIMIT  THE  OFFER

Examples:

Time: "This fantastic sale
ends on July 1st."

Quantity: "Only 20 seats
left."

Competition:  "Many
travelers are looking at this
hotel. Act now!"

OFFER EXTRA BENEFITS

This time, add benefits for
making a purchase or in
exchange for an action.

Example: "Sign-up before
July 1st and get a 20%
discount."

Tip: There are many other

"triggers" you can use. Make

people want to belong, tell

them a story, give them

choices, etc.
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6. Structure for Web
HOW CAN YOU MAKE YOUR COPY MORE READABLE?

WRITING

Use no more than 13 words
per line.

Use no more than 5 or 6
lines per paragraph.

Use no more than 3 or 4
subparagraphs without a
subheading.

EDITING

Remove unnecessary
words (You can buy this
now -> Buy now).

Change passive
structures into active
ones.

Make sure the copy is
clear.
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VISUAL  ELEMENTS

A nice way of making texts
more readable is by adding
bullet points or lists.

The magic number is 3 but
other numbers also work
(e.g., 5, 7, 10, 12, 15, 20, 25 or
50).

And don't forget to use text in
bold for key ideas.
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7. Call to Action
WHAT SHOULD YOUR WEBSITE VISITOR DO?

GET CREATIVE

Let's say you've crafted the
copy for a free sales
course. You could say:

Enroll

But you could also express
the benefits of your course:

Join us now to start
closing those sales!

In this second option, "join"
implies more closeness.

Besides, "now" adds some
urgency.

Tip: the more creative the
CTA, the better!

GUIDE YOUR VISITORS

After writing clear, concise,
and compelling copy for your
audience, you should
encourage them to take the
next step.

First, figure out exactly what
you want your visitors to do.

"Buy this now", "sign-up", "click
here"... tell your visitors
explicitly what to do.

USE STRONG CALLS TO
ACTION

A Call to Action (CTA) is any
statement or button that
"closes the deal."

Without a strong CTA, you
won't convert! Use hyperlinks
and buttons with clear
instructions.

For the sake of consistency,
there should be one main goal
per page (getting subscribers,
selling your products, etc.).
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Suffering from 

writer's block? 

Send me 

an email to

info@mstranslations.com.
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